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Although. the literature on teacher effectiveness and various hy-

.

potheSilzed predictors of success 15 extensive, there is a general con- .

sensus among reviewers of this research that the variables under inVesti

gation, considerations for control, and the criteria used to identify

effective teachers make the results questionable: In the opinion of

McNeil and Popham (1973), researchers iave not focused on the test .

criterion to judge teacher effectiveness (modification in the learner),

but have used more readily available criteria. Saadeh (1970) expressed

a similar concern and indicated that the identification of effe-ctive-

teaching must be based on pupil outcome measures and not just on'the

teaching process.t Further evidence supporting the deficiency of:re-

,earch on teacher effectivenesS is evidenced by the findings of Rosen2

shine (1970). He concluded from a review of 35 studies which attempted

to relate low inference teaching be aviors.to,pupil achievement, that:

the more important variables are being overlooked in studies employing

systematic observation.

Effective Teachers of Reading

A review of the research aimed at effective reading instructiqn.iin

relation to student achievement in reading, is infiNitesimal in com-/

parison with the plethora of reading research which has been conducted.

However, there are some research findings which do-relate to the

various instructional components of an element ry developmental eeiading

program, and some of these do relate to-student tgome measures./ For

example, Harris (1969), focused on teacher criticis in reading instruc-

tion and found that strong criticism negatively affect student

achievement. Blair (1974), Tooked-at the effort exerted `by teachers
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of reading in their use'of supplementary materials, differentiated instruc-

tion-, and monitoring,,of student Orogress. He found significant differences

in pupils' reading achievement in favor if the high effort teachers. Harris

aad Sever (1966), discovered that teacher whoe cOmpeteht with a par-
.

ticular reading method and followed its p escription had higher achieving

students in reading.

Although these investigations and oth rs may,look at process in

relation to'prodOct:and the resultsare b .Dinning to further delineate

,
characteristics.associated with effective leading instruction, there

still exists,a tendency to investigate only a small portion of the total

redding program. This myopic view of attempting to identify. credible

,

variables and then relate these to pupil achievement is, in all prob.,

ability, more a result.of methodological incarcera/ tion'than:a reflection

of the capabilities of the investigators.

,
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Identification of Effective Reading Teachers

The first step in research aimedat identifying what constitutes

the,effective reading teacher should be the estblishment of criteria

which deals directly with effectivenest. This tact would first require,

looking at product, pupils' reading achievement, Ihen identifying process

variables which could account for this1,achievement.

a conceptual model which could be used to.identify.

ing teacher.

Insert Figure f

Figure 1 presents

,/ .

he effective read-

The fecal point of this conceptual model is tha\t effective reading

instruction should be based on measures of students Outcome and then

look for process variables which could explain the product.

students' end of year achievement, would be the product criteria for

4
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determining teacher effectiveness.' This'approach is,./baed on the aSsump-
\

tion that studeRts' end of. school year reading achievement is'directly

affected by the reading inAruction which they receied during that
A

school year

As the model lipdicates there are at last three., alternatives avail-
.

able to the researcher- norm uf6renced to ts, criterion referenced 1

tests and inforMa) measures for assessing pupils' gild of year reading

achievement. The decision abdut which of ths,e is the most approdiate

Would best.be made by the investigator, RoweVer, the final decision

should be based on .factors which consider the\reliability and Validity of

.the instrument and how the results could most ffectively be used to reach

some final decisions about pupils', reading achievement.

Regardless of which type of instrument is chosen, an important

sideration forthe investigator is determining t e appropriate unit of

analysis% From both a logical and/ empirical poin of view, the unit of

analysis for determining end of year reading achi vement would be to use

the mean reading achievement scores of classes rat er than the reading

achievement score ofindividual students. This con ept is based on the

idea that the variance within a group of students havirig a common exper-

ience is significantly'smaller than the variance of individual students

within the class (Stech, 19651 An exception to this procedure would be ,

h . ari

one in which students are instructed on rtotally individual basis, i.e.,

remedial reading programs employing a diagnostic prescriptive approach.

In this type ofTprogram the appropriate unit of analysis would be the

reading achievement of the individual students.

Following the selection of the most Appropriate measurement



instrument 'and determining the correct unit of analysis'the investigator

needs to make a de'ci-sionr about how to best look at-these data. There

4

are at least three alternatives available for this purpose: (1) pedicted

reading achievement in comparison with 'actualreading achievement, (2)

actual end of year reading achievement compar'd to students' grade. level,
7

and (3) comparison of pretest results administered in the fall, With

Posttest results taken in the spring.,
e+

Of'these three alternatives the least desrable procedure woilid be

to_compare end of year reading achievement'with the'grhe level of the
d'e.

students. In reading research dealing with teacher effectiveness ra.arch -

ers cannot bt certain that the observed differences between the students'

grade level placement and their reading achievement is due to teaCher

effectiveness. Such observed differences may be an artifact of matura-

tion, or the observed difference in reading achievement may not differ

,s1gnifiCantly from what would be expected.

4nother alternative, which is historically firmly ensconced in

educational research, is-a pretest-posttest design. ThiS' design typi-

cally includes a control group and an experimental group, with a treat-
,

ment administt red to the experimentalgroup. The power of this design

is well recognized by educational researchers, howevef; it most likely

is a premature decision for research aimed at identifying effective

teaCherS of reading. This design dictates that apriori decisions must

be made for identifying and testing credible variables which mayor may

not account for teacher effectiveness. Too often, this design results°

in methodological incarceration and the variables under investigation

are not those reloted to teacher Rrocess and student,product, but are °

1 4



selected on the'-basis of their accessibility,. The pre-posttest design s.

a powerful design; however, for identifying effective, reading teacher it

should be employed to look at the observed reading achievement differences
*

in relation to what a class would be expected to achieve.
4

Of the three aforementioned,design alternatives the most appropri-

ate would be the use of expected-mean classreading.achievement in re=

lation to actual mean class'ieading.ichieveMent. This allows the inves-

tigator to defermine teacher effectiveness in a more objective manner

those,classeS who significantly achieve abo0 what would be predicted

'would be associated with effective reading teachers.

There are twostatitistical procedures Which can be used to pfedict

at what level a class shouild be readiing. One is the use of a least

squares predicflonLline (Glass & Stanley, 19 G) and the othet is compu-

ting the mean monthly e 'acted reading gain.{ S.

example of the use the prediction' ine would be the use of.

end of year mean IQ and read g achievement scores, for a large sampling

of classes af a specific grade level, to generate the prediction l'

then plot the individual classes and note wherje they ark in relation

to it. Those classes who-deviate significant] above the prediction'

line would be associatedmith effective teacher of readiAg. Conversely,

those classes who deviated significantly below he prediction line would
. 4

be associated with less effective teachers of re ding.

Insert Figure 2

liN similar procedure, but one which eliminates the currently con-

troversial aspect of IQ, is to compute the mean monthly reading growth
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for a class of students entering a specific grade level and use this'pre-
.

.vious reading growth rate to compUte the exptected. end of year reading

achievement. To compute the expected reading-achievement for a class-

at the.end of .a grade level the mean monthly reading achievement-is

,

multiplied times the number of months of formal reading instruction

(excluding kindergarten) up to the point in time where the end of year

reading achievement will be forMally assessed. The class, mean expected

reading achievement would then be compared with the class mean actual'

reading achievement. A significant difference noted between expected and

actual reading achieve ent would then be used to identify effective. and

less effective teachers For example,a third grade class is in.the 1st

few days of current sch of year. The class was administered a reading

achievement test at the end of the 10th month in second grade. Their,

mean class reading achievement-score was 2.0. The mean expected monthly I,

reading achievement is .1. At the end of third grade (30 months) the mean

expected reading achieVement of-the class would be 3.0. At the end of

,third.grade (10th month) the actual mean reading achieqements is 4.1.

=Somparing the actual class mean reading achievement with the mean

,ddcted reading achievement (1/2 standard deviation) this' class exceed-,

. .

.

predUted by 1.1, which is significant, and this teacher could be

rep an; effective teacher of reading. 1

f these statistical procedures requirit the establishment of a

Of, nificance around the predicted ,reading achievement. If a

\
,predictiorVatte is used, the level of significance, could be - one-half

a standard err estimate. If average monthly gain is used, the level
,

of significaue44-duld'be ± one-half a standard deviation around the
f.
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predicted,-reading achievement.

7 -5

One - half a standard error of estimate or one-halfva standardideviation

-above and below the predicted score is necessary:tollncrease the degree

\ '(

of confidence in identifying-tedcher effectiveness, to account for the

standard error of measurement., and'to account for the chance )rs_Ohability

scare On the criterion instrument.

At this Ointa researcher should be able to identify effyctive

'teachers of reading and less effective teachers of reading. ' It is here

that research'xieciSions can now be made. .Credible hypotheses wiL could

account for.. the differences in teacher effectiveness can be fqrmulated

and tested, longitudinal research which attemptS :to determine if teacher

effectivenets is stable over time"dan be initiated, observational instru-r

ments can be employed to record teacher behavior, and varioms types'of

research designs can be used,to further delineate what constitutes
I

effective teaching of reading.
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CONCEPTUAL RESEARCH MODEL FOR INDENFIFYING EFFECTIVE TEACHERS OF READING

Teacher effec'rirveness in relation to

pupils'. readiqg achievement

Assessment of pupils' readingachievement
at end of schtol year

4
Norm. Referenced Testsi

111

Criterion Refe nced tests

'
E4ected reading

Achi'evemerft. vs. Actual

4

1 Informal Measures

Actual readin gain

Prediction line baSed_
on-class- mean. IQ and

reading a.chievemeInt

Average month expect d
reading gain-vs. ac u

c Establish a level+
of significance (-)
in relation to expected
reading achievement

Effective readi hg teacher
if actual class mean read-
ing score exceeds predicted
at or beyond, the established
level of significance

E

Pre-posttest differences

Poor decisiton pupilS'
gain may not be Sig-
nificant in relation'
to the reading.leyel
which they should be
a0.ieving

Less effective reading
teAche'r if actual 'class

mean reading achievement
is Wow the established
level of significance

1

Advance credible hypotheses
to account -Mr differences.
Longitudinal research tob
determine if effectiveness
is constatnt-over time

C

Select appropriate research
design and alpha level

10

' .

With an experi-
mental/control
group des i gn

Premature decision
research may bet

-limited due to
methodological
incarceration
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X Less EffectivelWeacher

Class Mean IQ Score
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Figure 2. .)(a le. of the us-epf a Predictiop:Li e

' '4, t 6 Itify.Effective and- Less Effect /e

.. ledOhers of Reading. , ,.
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Most recent cla X rd . ach. score .X Total cos. of HT. fn's. +
TotalmoS, of dg; inst. prior to assessment

o

1101,- t, albs. up to next formal assessment = ExOttedReadthg Achleyement.

f end of year assessment X than preilicted end of year X = Effective

.Reading Teacher,

Example:

2.0

14
*. X (14 + 8) =, .1428'X 22 = 3.13 (± error) expected Xcat end

of 8th mont of current grade placement.

.
kf actual rdg. X = 4.1

,-.

The difference b'etween actual and expectedJ significant

and this' teacher would be 1pemed.effectiv

Figure 3. Example of Protedure for Comou Tng
X Expected Reading. Achievemen 'Based
on Average Mbnthly Reading G n.
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